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By Duane Thomas
One of my favorite jobs all year is getting

advance copies of the Dillon Precision and Dillon
Aero calendars for article review. Eat your hearts out,
guys. Other than the folks actually involved in pro-
ducing them, there aren’t a whole lot of people who
get to see these goodies before me. I love my job.

Mike Dillon actually owns two separate busi-
nesses. Dillon Precision builds and sells reload-
ing machines; Dillon Aero manufactures and sells
the M134 Minigun. This month we’ll review the
2008 Dillon Precision
calendar; Dillon Aero will
come next month.

Miss January is Nicole,
actually a discovery of
Mike Dillon. He met her
standing in line with him at
a sandwich shop; Nicole’s
not even a professional
model, she works in a doc-
tor’s office. Mike handed
her his card, she came in to
Dillon for a photo shoot
and worked out great. I like
this shot, it’s very simple
and subtle. Nicole is sitting
in a folding chair with her
hand wrapped around a
Kimber .45 lying on one
chair arm. The look on her
face says “confidence.” For
someone who’s not a pro-
fessional model, Nicole has
done very well for Dillon.

Miss February is Misty.
This shot was used as a
Blue Press cover in Feb-
ruary ‘07. She’s holding
what’s actually a First
Generation Colt Single
Action Army belonging to
Mike Dillon that he had
rebarreled and rechambered to .45 ACP. This gun
at one time belonged to Preston Tucker, the guy
who invented the Tucker automobile. At the time
this shot was taken, Misty was a mother of two –
though you’d never know it from that flat belly –
and has since become a mother of three. She
recently came into Dillon with her two-and-a-
half-week old son, and she’s already in shape to
model again. Impressive.

Miss March is Cathy. Her outfit in this shot is
great, a white top with green short shawl
wrapped around the top. It really accentuates
parts of Cathy that are worth accentuating. The
gun is a Wilson Combat CQB in a Wilson Com-
bat P1 Practical Holster, but when you could be
looking at Cathy instead…who cares?

Miss April is Desi, Dillon’s expatriate Bulgari-
an. She’s wearing a retro-Sixties hippy chick out-
fit that some folks at Dillon think makes her look

Elizabeth Hurley from the first Austin Powers
movie. It’s too bad we don’t have more leg in
this shot, because Desi has the legs for it. I’ve
told Blue Press editor Mark Pixler they really
need to do another shot of Desi in a dress that
short, and show more leg. Sigh. Oh yeah, the
gun is a Para Carry in .45 ACP.

Miss May is Mallory, who is very pretty, very
busty, and very blond. She refers to herself as a
“gym rat.” I like strong women; muscle tone is a
major plus. This looks like a shot that would be in

the Dillon Aero calendar
since Mallory is posing
with the M134. But, Mike
Dillon really wanted this
shot in the Dillon Preci-
sion calendar, and, with
his name being on the
building and all….

Miss June is Nicole,
wearing a strangely col-
ored camouflage bustierre
that, as Mark Pixler puts it,
“looks like we developed
the film wrong because of
the colors.” The rifle is an
FNH USA FS2000 bullpup
in 5.56 NATO.

Miss July is Nicole
again, looking almost
unrecognizable from the
previous shot. Between
photo shoots she had her
hair cut shorter and dyed
red. I actually like this look
better, but then I’m a sucker
for redheads. The gun is a
Ruger New Vaquero. One
thing I’ve always admired
about Ruger is that their
stainless steel Vaqueros are
so nicely and highly pol-
ished they look chromed.

Miss August. Ah yes. Cathy. This is the shot
that’s also on the calendar cover. Cathy does all
her own costuming and accessorizing. She want-
ed a really retro look in this shot to work with the
red Saleen Mustang, a custom-built “designer
Mustang” with 600-plus-horsepower super-
charged engine. Cathy’s outfit says late Fifties/
early Sixties with black Capri pants and white top
with four-inch wide red belt and red high heels.
And of course the obligatory Dillon Leather/
Mitch Rosen shoulder holster and Wilson Combat
.45. Which goes perfectly with the Capri pants.
Color coordination is so important.

Miss September is Daniela who is from Roma-
nia. Daniela was featured on an aviation products
calendar Steve Dillon saw, and he wanted her to
come in and do a test shoot. This is another M134
shot. Daniela’s wearing a very low-cut pink dress,
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